
At Last! Discover The Largely Unknown Secret Of Human
Behavior That Few Have Mastered To Gain Instant Trust,
Compliance & Rapport Without Using Unethical Tactics.

ELI WILDE PRESENTS 

NLP FOR SALES
WEEKLY TRAININGS ON WEDNESDAY'S 

FOR THE NEXT 8 WEEKS

Join this once in a lifetime bootcamp now by enrolling above or be the first in line to join when the
waitlist opens.

Enrollment for this event is currently open.

LEARN WHY SO MANY SALES "EXPERTS" AND

PERSUASION GURUS ARE THROWING AWAY THEIR

OUTDATED BOOKS AND ADOPTING THE NEW WAY.

!  Get Instant Access

During this exclusive 8-week bootcamp, learn the concepts Eli Wilde calls NLP for Sales. These

are the same concepts Eli uses to be the #1 of all time in his industry, producing over

$100,000,000 in sales. This training meets you where you are and pushes your skills to new

heights.

Master The 

Proven
Framework

Immediately save your
close rate percentage
by understanding the

flow that connects with
most resourceful "state".

Quickly Adapt With

Advanced
Framing &
Personality
Techniques

Each day you will learn
tools that you can

quickly apply to every
type of human.

Final Result

Triple or More
Your

Conversions

Level up by learning
this exponential sales
process that positions

you as a leader and
authority which
commands and

demands respect while
connecting deeply with

your audience.

This Class Is For Those

Who Want To
Understand

Human Behavior

Beginner or advanced,
this class will level you

up. If you're trying to
have your first 10k

month, day, or even 8
figures in an hour like Eli

has, this is for you.

 

NLP FOR SELLING

THE BREAKTHROUGH SYSTEM IN ELITE LEVEL SALES EMPOWERMENT

   

Quickly and easily get into rapport with each person you meet by connecting with their model of the world.

Discover hidden secrets about a person within minutes that gives you access to their most hidden beliefs

and values.

Discover how to surgically adapt your language to the internal dialogue of anyone you speak to.

!  Get Instant Access

MEET YOUR PRESENTERS:

ELI WILDE

Learn from the man who has produced over
$100,000,000 in sales. During this class you will learn
closely guarded secrets that previously Eli Wilde has

only shared in his ultra high-end masterminds! 

Whether you are a new entrepreneur or an entrepreneur
who is already generating 5, 6 or even 7 figures per

month, you are going to gain knowledge about sales and
influence you didn't know existed.

Eli Wilde is the creator of Wilde Influence and the top
performing corporate trainer for Tony Robbins. He’s

worked with thousands of people to transform their lives
and businesses. If it has to do with influence, impact, and

communicating your message, Eli can help.

Eli Sanchez

Business owner, mentor, and global sales coach Eli

Sanchez understands what's preventing so many people

from reaching their goals in life and business. Through

easy to follow methods Eli teaches how to get quick and

lasting results to maximize your time, energy and impact.

Eli has helped tens of thousands of entrepreneurs,

coaches and business owners increase their revenue

and influence with his popular sales training approach -

a new way of speaking to the prospect based on their

personality type. 

He is the founder/co-founder of five different 7-8 figure

businesses and has personally sold in the 8 figures for

his own companies. His lessons are taught with a blend

of timeless principles, easy to implement tactics and his

unique approach to a winning mindset. Eli explains that

due to the current business climate of this new world,

trust is lower than ever and that the ones who will come

out on top will thrive because of compassion and true

leadership.

!  Get Instant Access

YOU WILL NEVER SEE THIS INFORMATION ANYWHERE ELSE

Wednesday May 18th your journey to the depths of

understanding (and changing how people make buying

decisions)

  Get Virtual Ticket
YES, I'M IN!

"  Get Instant Access
Special Rate

# Build a Superior Interior: How to use Interiority to have a stronger frame that has

prospects instantly respect you.

# Access: Access the core emotional drivers of everyone you seek to influence

# Dismantle the belief structures that create buying resistance in your prospects

# Learn the power of language and how to use stories as a tool of influence

# Discover how to use "Shifting identities" in your business to show up as a powerful

leader and influencer

# Values/needs elicitation, and how to present your offer in your prospects language

# A breakdown of 16 NLP Frames and how to use them to create a buyer for your offer

# How to prevent and handle the most common objections in sales

# Uncover the hidden desires of your prospect

# Advanced NLP language techniques including frames, sleight of mouth, tonality

and postures

Frequently Asked Questions

STILL HAVE QUESTIONS? HERE ARE SOME ANSWERS

Q: Who is this event for?

This event is for anyone who has a role influencing others, and wants to become a more effective leader. This includes sales

professionals, entrepreners, executives and leaders of organizations. 

Understanding how people think, how to interpret human behavior and languare are key to influencing people. If you this is an area

of interest to you in your career or life, this event is for you.

Q: What is the event schedule?

Wednesday 1 pm est we will go live and you will get instant access to the recordings.

You will get instant access in the facebook group to the most influential language patterns known to man.

Most programs I've gone through personally on NLP were so conceptual, not practical. We are going to give you the words to use

immediately and by the end of the program you will be a master at understanding and applying these linguistic tools. It will take 10-

20 min a day to practice in your life to become a master.

Q: Who is this event not for?

This isn't a get-rich-quick or manipulation techniques program. If you are looking for ways to take advantage of people, this is not the

event for you.  While the skills and methods taught in this program could be used in a variety of ways, we are committed to showing

attendees how to use them for the highest good and operate in integrity.

Q: How much is the training?

It's 2K for the initial launch.

Q: How is this different than your courses or free content on sales?

This is a done with you program.  You are going to have to do the work and give yourself permission to not be perfect at first. I'll

lovingly shift you and show you how to do it for others.

Q: Will there be a second program if I can't make this one?

Maybe, but as of now, this is the only time both Eli and Eli will present this particular content together at the same training. We wil

then package it up like our other programs and make it a DIY with less of our time commitment. Don't miss out on this amazing

opportunity!

Q: Where will the event be held?

Your friendly neighborhood Zoom room.

GET IN NOW!!!
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